
Danger Of Death Products
This is a description of current and future programs by Danger Of Death.

Atoms For Windows

A game of strategy and action that needs quick thinking and a ruthless attitude towards your
opponent. The object of the game is simple: to remove your opponents' atoms from the board,
leaving only your own. This is done by producing unstable atoms, which will split into others,
claiming them for your own. Chain reactions can also be produced by splitting atoms into other full
squares, causing them to explode.
This game is shareware and can be found on a variety of locations. The full game includes:

ú Midi music
ú Sampled sound effects
ú Up to 4 players, human or computer
ú 3 placing modes, selecting how many atoms are put down at once, the more atoms the

more wild the game play
ú

ú Memos For Windows
ú

ú A simple program for putting memos onto your Windows desktop. Simply load the
program and type in your message. You can then move, resize and edit the memo.

ú The program is PD and features include:
ú

ú As many memos as memory supplies
ú Fully resizeable, moveable and editable
ú Memos survive Windows shutdown
ú

ú Games Music Extraction Kit
ú

ú Another simple program, this time for extracting MUSes (Doom, Doom 2, Heretic, Hexen and
Raptor to name a few), Midis (X-Wing, Duke Nukem 3D to name very few), S3Ms (various shareware
games). It also allows MUSes to be converted into Midis, so they can be played under Windows Media
Player.

ú The program is PD and features include:
ú

ú Can extract any unencrypted files of MUS, Midi or S3M
ú Can convert MUSes to Midis for playing with any Midi player
ú
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